A general solution is obtained for-forced, stntionnry, quasi-geostrophic perturbations in an atmosphere imving the main zonal-average characteristics of the winter troposphare nnd stratosphere. Special solutions along 45" N. latitude :Lre obtnined for idc;alized representations of forcing due t.0 internd sources and sinks of heat anci due to lower boundary airflow over topography. The results shorn how the solutions depend on the spiLtial scale of the disturbances. For cxnnlple, on the long-wave side of a critical vcctor wave number corresponding to qunsi-resonance, the disturbances forccd by internal heating tilt eastward with hoight thereby transporting heat southward, :Lnd tend to increase in nrnplitndc above thc trcpopause into the high stratosphere. The reverse is true for waves smaller than critical.
I . INTRODUCTION r 1
lhis study is an extension of two previous studies by the writer [15] , [lS] concerning the linear theory of the time-avernge perturbations in the wesherlies, a subject considered earlier by Chnrney and Eliassen 151, Smagorinsky [%I, and Gilchrist [lo] , for esample, and more recently by the Staff Nlernbers of the Academia Sirlica [24] , Bnrrett [a] , and DOOs [SI, for esample. As in the previous studies, we bwe the theory on a qunsi-geostrophic, P-plnne represent:~tion of the :atmosphere and s~pply it only t,o winter conditions along 45" N. latitude.
Our aims here :we: (1) to improve upon the representation of the basic zonal-average state by adopting a more realistic verticd profile of the basic zonal wind and static stability, including a stmtosphere; (2) to extend the calculat,ions to :L broader spectrum of harmonic components; and (3) to esamine the energetical properties of the solutions. In connection with the first aim, me continue to assume that the basic current is independent of htitude.
The linear equations used here and previously w e valid only RS R first approsinlation, and cxnnot be expected to be capable of accounting for all of the details of the observed n~enn perturbations, especially in higher latitudes (cf., Sn1txm:m and Rao [20] . Moreover, we make no attempt to treat the effects of lateral deflections of the zonal current around mountain barriers.
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Beca,use we :we dealing with the stationary component of the motion, we do not expect the long-wave properties treatzd here to be subject to the full effect of the difficulties described by Burger [4] in connection with the transient behravior of the long waves.
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The linearized potential vorticity eynation governing the time-average perturbations of the meridional geostrophic wind speed, can be written as follows for a 0-plane with no latitudinal variation of the basic state (cf., Saltxman 
F=H+M f I = j b ( Q l r o ) l b~
At the lower boundary (which we take as the top of a shallow friction layer, designated by the subscript 8) we assume that the mean w-perturbations can be expressed as the sum of effects due to forced motion over topography and forced vertical motion due to friction (Charney ancl Eliassen [ 5 ] ) . Thus, defining h as the height of the ground surface above sea level and Cas the lower boundary friction coefficient, we have (p=density) 6, which leads to the following form of the thermodynamical energy equation, Although C and pa are really functions of x* and y*, we shall assume the effects of their variability in (2) are small enough that we can adopt some constant average value. Some justification for this is given by Smagorinsky [23] .
At the tropopause (which we designate by the subscript R), we assume that v1 and bT,,/dy* are continuous-i.e., (26)), and is also consistent with the requirement that the system be energetically "closed" at the upper boundary (see section 5).
We now specify the basic zonal average state to consist of (1) (16) represented by S:h) as it lbppears in the lower boundary condition used here and also previously [IS] is t h t of an equivalent surface heating. This is therefore the converse In the absence of the surface friction (C=O), we have s=O and hence bv,lbl=O which would imply no tilt of the troughs and ridges with height a t the lower boundary. From (13) and (14) we c m show tllf~t in the absence of friction we have G'i'=O and, hence, the troughs and ridges would continue to show no tilt with height throughout the entire atn~ospher if the vertical model surfaces of the forcing function hare n o tilt with height (cf., S~nagoriusky [23] ).
As can be seen in the following section (and also in the previous ca,lculations by the writer [IS]), when friction is included, the slopes of the troughs rtnd ridges some distance above t l~e lower boundary display systematic variations depending on the wave number of the perturbation. These appear to be in accord with the results of Gilchris t [IO] .
Froln ( 3 ) we ca,n also deduce some of the properties which the solution for our model must display a t the tropopause. If, for example, QIR=O, we must have at d l points along the tropopause, which implies an increase of the amplitude of the mean tenlperature waves as we pass from the troposphere side to the stmtosphere side.
The following constants defining the physical system are chosen, 11*=3x109 c111. %*=4.5X108 c111.
.f= 1 o+ sec." 
The profiles of uo(p) and I?&) implied by these constants are shown in figure l a and l b along with the profiles used in the previous study (Sdtmnan [IS] ) and the observed January nornlnl values a t 45" N.
Forcing due to two physicrtl effects will be considered: (I) lower boundary heating and cooling due to adiabatic airflow over topography and ( 2 ) internal heating and cooling with an assumed maximum near 700 mb. due to a combination of diabatic effects and transient eddy hetht fluxes.
From previous studies by the writer [17] , [IS] it appears that forcing due to internal sources of momentum, measured by Adl, is smaller than the above effects, but perhaps is not unimportant if one wishes to nccount for n small residual percentage of the total va.riance of the mean map.
(Better determinations of Adl should be possible now with the use of data presented by Crutcher [7] .)
B. STRATOSPHERIC AMPLIFICATION, INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS, AND RESONANCE
Before discussing these forcing functions, let us first consider the influence functions Im, J7,1,n, and Gm,n, m d , also, the quantity xm, which represents the mngnification factor for the nmplitude of the perturbations above the tropopause. These y~mntities depend only o n the wave number and the physical constants given above. I:n table 1 we present some of tlle derived parameters which depend on wave numbers, for m = l through 6 and n=O and 1 (Le., for 12 vector wave numbers, measured by p 2 ) , and in figure 2 we show the strtttosphere amplitude function xm, for these s m~e wave numbers. We can see from this figure that o d y the perturbations having the lowest vector wave numbers can amplify above the t l q opause. This characteristic seems to be in good agreement with obserwttions (cf., Teweles I261 ; Arctic Meteorology Research Group [I] ) even to the extent of implying the observed meridional elongation of the waves a t 50 mb. compared to 500 mb., particultdy for 1n=3 and 4 (cE., figs. 7 and S of Temeles [26] ). This result can be understood in terms of the fundamental equation (1) applied to our stratospheric case of uo>O and Fl=buo/dp= dro/dp=0. It can be seen that for a given double Fourier component in the x*-y* plane, the term b(pdv,/bp)/bp (which is proportional to the advection of the thernlnl pttrt of the potential vorticity) must be opposite in sign to v1 when the vector wave number is low enough that the p-term do~nin~ttes over the first two terms of (1) representing the advection of relative vorticity. This requiremellt can easily be fulfilled by the existence of a masirnun1 or minimum of 0, within the str.:ttospllere, as is the case it1 the solution. waves in the atmosphere. In fact, we actually do observe mean waves on the scale nz=5 which are perhaps greater than we might have expected (cf., Saltzlnan and Pcixoto [19] ). For two main reasons, however, we must be cautious about discussing solutions near the quasiresonant point even though these may be most significant physically. The first is that a very high-amplitude response would be inconsistent with the hypothesis of small perturbations-i.e., the appearance of strong non-linear effects may invalidate the theory near (m*, n*).
The inllnence functions, I (
The second is that even if the solu.tions near (m*, n*:) are roughly correct, they are so sensitive to the choice of parameters that we cannot be sure of their correspondence to real atmosphere conditions. Needless t o say, these questions concerning resonance C N~ have important implications for the subject of global modification of climate. is : L lnrge but finite number. Thus, in our frictional case, internal sources and sinks oi heat and momentum of scale (m*,n*) having 110 tilt with height will induce lnrge-:Lmplitude perturbations also having n o t,ilt with height.
The existence of qunsi-resonant modes must have an i m~o r t n n t bearinp on the form assumed bv the mean E,n, is the complex Fourier coefficient, and E and e are the phase angles 01 the l~armonics along a latitude circle indicating the first longitude a t which a maxirnum of h occurs. From (19) and the definition of S, (n) we can now write the following expressions for the real and imaginary parts of the complex Fourier coefficients of the boundary forcing function, providing we take uo6 as a constant,
It is instructive first to show the general effects of the Illem lues of Im, from which the responses are easily obtained using (13) 
D. RESPONSE TO SOURCES AND SINKS OF H E A T
Tlle distribution o f Q(x, y, p ) is very poorly known. 
A
For case e,n,o=~,,l we hltve Prom these expressions for 9 m, it is easy to calculate the forcing functions gm,n and hence to solve for vI from (13) given the value of Gman shown in table 3. The results, again for m=1 through 6, and n=O and 1, excluding (4,1), (5,1) , and (G,l), are shown in figures 15 through 23 for E=O (i.e., masinlum heating a t zero longitude). It can be seen that the distributions are consistent with the discussions of sections 3 and 4. Figures 24 and 25 show the values of w1 and Tl corresponding to the same two harmonics, (m,n)=(2, 0) and (2, I), used to illustrate the nlountain response.
For value of i V : ? , , = deg. sec." used here, tlle IIIaximum vertical-mean heating, given by is 1.43SX10-5deg./sec., which is of the order of observational estinlntes (e.g., Staff Members, Academia Sinica P41).
ENERGETICS
Froln the basic perturbtLtion e q~~t i o n s and bourldtrry conditions for our study, we can derive the following pair of equations for the energy balance of the menn perturbations: (22) 12 where been discussed recently by Saltzman and Teweles [21] .
It cttn be seen that the rates of dissipation and transformation of energy in the solution for (2, 1) are about an order of magnitude larger than in the ( 2 , 0) solution, both being within the range of the observed rates of energy transformation in the wave number domain (e.g., Saltzman [I 61). We also see that for the "ultra long wa17e" ( 2 , O), the temperature perturbation leads the pressure perturbation with a resulting negative d u e of {A,. AI}. This is in agreement with the results of WiinNielsen [27] .
If we combine the solutions for heating and mountains for a given lmrnlonic, or, for example, if we combine two harmonics having the same value of m but different \ d u e s of n (such as is implicit in some observational studies, e.g., Saltznmn and Teweles [all), we introduce the possibility for a form of "resonance" between the individual solutions which ctln lead to values of the quadratic energy integrtds along y=L/2 which are much different from the simple sun1 of the integrals for the individual harmonic solutions. Thus it is possible that on one scale, the combination of fields of w1 and ir, due to mountains and heating are such as to reinforce and give a large conversion of energy, nnd on another scale the effect may be the opposite.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In trying to compare these theoretical results with real mean conditions in the atmosphere, we are confronted with serious difficulties due to factors fdling into two main categories :
A. L A C K O F K N O W L E D G E O F T H E TRUE FORCING DISTRIBUTION
Despite recent observational studies (e.g., Clapp [SI), we must admit that the vertical structure and amplitudes and phases of the internal forcing functions are very poorly known. I n addition, the mean surface heating due to airflow over the topographic features has not yet been determined accurately, and the assumption used here of a uniform surface zonal wind may be significantly in error.
It would be worthwhile to make a serious observational study of using anemometer level wind data for the global station network, as well as to make refinements of such estimates of Qla as have already been
given (e.g., Budyko [3]).
B. SENSITIVITY OF T H E S O L U T I O N S T O T H E G E O M E T R I C A L AND BASIC-STATE PARAMETERS
The artificiality of the p-plane geometry, and the choice of the dimension L* in particular, makes it difficult to associate the harmonic solutions with the harmonics along parallels of latitude of the real atmospheric variables. I n the extreme case, it is possible to introduce quasi-resonant conditions a t zonal wave numbers lower than m=5 simply by increasing the dimension L*. For this reason alone, we should be cautious about tnaliing comparisons with the real atmosphere.
I n spite of these reservations, we should expect that the solutions obtained here do demonstrate a t least the gross forms of the possible responses to forcing on different scales, the combination of which in the proper spherical geometry can account for the observations.
As an illustrtltion of the possibilities, let LIS attempt to assign amplitudes ancl phases to the forcing functions studied here for m=2 (the scale of the major continent ancl ocean system), based on empirical data given b y Peisoto et al.
[I31 and the Staff members, Academia e=155" E. longitude and A@) is given in figure 14 .
The solutions are given in figures 26 ancl 27, respectively, in the form of cross sections of v1 along y=L/2 (45O N.). Comparison with the results of Teweles [26] and J d i a n [Ill indicates that the heating solution in particulnr shows a good deal of agreement with the observ a t' 1011s.
The possibility of achieving plausible solutions for the troposphere mas demonstrated in the previous study by the writer [18] , as well as by the studies of Smagorinsky [23] and DOOs [8] , for example. We view the results here as demonstrating the possibility for accounting also for the stratospheric nlea,n state as n response to forcing processes within the troposphere.
I n conclusion, we refer the reader to the list of general suggestions for the improvement and extension of the problem of the mean waves ~h i c h were given in the last section of the previous study [18] . Our nmin concern here has been with item 4 of this list which called for improvement of the representation of the basic zonal state. Much work remains to be done on this as well as the other items. The recent work of Sankar-Rao [22] , which is ba,secl on numerical rather than analytical methods, seems especially promising. This work has been supported by the U.S. Weather Bureau under Contract Number Cwb-10763 and mas written in part during my stay at the National Center for Atmospheric Research.
